
Flying into trouble?

Mr Richard Flint 



Intstitute of Medicine 1999

• 44000 to 98000 deaths per year

• A jumbo jet crashing each day



Reports

• Checklist

• Audit

• Integrating operating room 

displays

• Beta blockers

• Retained items in surgery

• US for central line insertion



Flying in the 1950s



Flying in the 1970s



Pilots are not god

• Commissioned a NASA simulator

• 20 three-man crews

• Simulated a transatlantic flight 

from NY 

• Difficulties resulted from poor 

teamwork



Whenever you solve a 

problem, you usually 

create one. You can 

only hope that the one 

you created is less 

critical than the one you 

eliminated. Earl Weiner 





Airbus A330 203

• Fly by wire

• Flight envelope

• Flight modes

– Normal

– Alternate 1

– Alternate 2



Pilots
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Captain: Marc Dubois

Age: 58

AF start date: Feb 1988

Flying hours: 10,988

Co-pilot, left seat: David Robert

Age: 37

AF start date: Jul 1998

Flying hours: 6,547

Co-pilot, right seat: Pierre-Cedric Bonin

Age: 32

AF start date: Oct 2003

Flying hours: 2,936

Captain Marc Dubois

Co-Pilot David Robert

Co-Pilot Pierre-Cedric Bonin and Flight Attendant Marilyn Bonin

Captain Marc Dubois (58yo)
Air France 1988
10,988 hours 

David Robert (37yo)
Air France 1998
6,547 hours

Pierre-Cedric Bonin (32yo)
Air France 2003
2,936 hours
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Air France 447
31st May 2009
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As soon as the plane successfully took off from Rio, the crew engaged the auto-pilot.

Dinner service is over, lights are dimmed down and the passengers are trying to catch few hours of

sleep. As Cockpit Voice Recorder playback shows, everything seems quiet on the plane itself,

contrasted to the severe thunderstorm that is building up outside, over the Atlantic. 

- Flight Attendant Marilyn Bonin: Everything OK?

- Co-Pilot Bonin: Yes, OK.

- Flight Attendant Marilyn Bonin: Everything OK, no coffee, no tea?

- Captain Dubois: All's well.

- Co-Pilot Bonin: We'll be getting along, see you later.

- Flight Attendant Marilyn Bonin: Thanks. 

Captain Dubois, seated in the left seat, pilots AF447 himself for the first stretch of the way, with the

younger of the two co-pilots, 32 year old Bonin in the right seat. After they left the radar coverage, the

CVR playback has Dubois telling to his younger co-pilot how they are crossing the Equator.

- Captain Dubois: It's the Equator. Did you realise that?

- Co-Pilot Bonin: Ah, I thought so.

At that stage AF447 was about to fly inside a giant storm system raging over the Atlantic. 250 miles

wide, with massive cumulonimbus storm clouds extending upwards of 50,000 feet above the surface

of the ocean.

The area AF447 is flying through is the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone, well known for its stormy

weather even going back as far as to the seafarers from Age of Discovery.

One thing that so puzzled the investigators was why did AF447 crew decide to fly straight through the

super storm? There were about a dozen other flights sharing more or less the same route like AF447

and crossing the Atlantic, but they were all making diversions and course corrections around the

storm system. Why didn’t AF447 do the same?

Most prominent theory was that the giant super storm in front of AF447 was obstructed from their on

board radar by a smaller storm in front of it. It blocked the trouble ahead and prevented the crew from

realising what is in front of them.

Turns out the real reason for it was something completely different.

- Captain Dubois: We're not going to let a pile of cumulous bug us.

The CVR recording finally revealed as to why did Dubois decide to fly straight through the giant storm

system. Because it is Airbus A330. Because IT CAN. As far as he knows, A330s are capable of flying

through these type of storms without major issues. And it is hard to blame him from the way Airbus

The Missing 21 Minutes

It was a dark and stormy night…
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tauts it’s A330s.

- Captain Dubois: It's snowing.

- Co-Pilot Bonin: 209 knots... There is something straight ahead... There is another one behind.

- Captain Dubois: What? Ah, s**t, no...

- Co-Pilot Bonin: I'm dimming the lights a bit to see outside, OK?

- Captain Dubois: Yes, yes...

- Co-Pilot Bonin: I'll turn the headlights on, just to see... Ah, yes indeed.

- Captain Dubois: What?

- Co-Pilot Bonin: It looks like we're entering the cloud cover.

At 01:51Hrs the dimmed cockpit is lit up by a strange effect

called the St Elmo's fire. Dubois recognizes it instantly but for

Bonin this is the first time he has seen something like that. St

Elmo's fire is basically highly charged ice particles hitting the

windscreens and discharging electrical blue glow that has an

odd and eery appearance.

- Captain Dubois: Ah well... That's all we needed...

- Co-Pilot Bonin: Ah... What is that?

- Captain Dubois: That's all that was missing... Mr St Elmo.

- Co-Pilot Bonin: I didn't think there was going to be much of a storm.

- Captain Dubois: It is going to be turbulent when I go for my rest... Well... Better go and wake him

up then eh?

Dubois piloted the plane himself until 01:55Hrs, when he woke up Robert who was taking a regulation

sleep break to take his place. These types of Airbuses Air France is operating have a special rest

cabin built just behind the cockpit.

Before he leaves the cockpit and wakes up Robert, Dubois establishes who is going to fly the plane

while he is on his break.

- Captain Dubois: Who is going to land this thing?... You?... Good, OK... He will take my seat.

Robert enters the cockpit.

- Co-Pilot Bonin: Did you sleep?

- Co-Pilot Robert: So-so...

- Captain Dubois: You didn't sleep?

- Co-Pilot Bonin: He said, so-so.

Dubois left the cockpit at 02:01:46Hrs.

- Captain Dubois: Well then... I'm out of here.

As BEA investigators found out, the pilot who was flying the plane was co-pilot Bonin, the youngest

and least experienced pilot of them all. Robert is sitting in the left seat and Bonin in the right. Bonin

has the flight controls and he is in charge.

- Co-Pilot Bonin: OK... Well, that little bit of turbulence that you just saw, we should find the same

ahead.

The weather deteriorates even further and Bonin decides to advise his wife Marylin Bonin, one of the

cabin crew, via intercom about the turbulence ahead.

- Co-Pilot Bonin: I'll call them in the back to let them know.
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So, what is a pitot anyway? Well… How does a plane

measure it’s ground speed while in the air? When the wheels

are not rotating on the runway? By airflow running through

these small measuring devices attached to the outside of the

craft called pitot tubes.

It is such a small thing, yet it is crucial for measuring

airspeed. Without knowing the plane’s airspeed pilots can

have all sorts of problems keeping the plane in the air if they

have to make a guess.

Investigators were aware that pitot’s on A330’s were failing

about one a week on average and there were other incidents

involving them prior to AF447 crash, but none were fatal.

Ironically, had AF447 arrived to Paris as scheduled it would have all of it’s pitot tube replaced with

new, more up to date model. As it turns out that maintenance item was at least 12 hours overdue.

Fourth and what will turn out to be the final search operation was launched on March 25th 2011.

Again it concentrated around the plane’s last reported position, relying on new probability map of

where the wreckage might be, drawn up by US consultancy firm Metron. This time, withing a week,

the team led by Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution hit the jackpot.

On April 3rd 2011 they were successful in locating the AF447 crash site on the bottom of the Atlantic.

Some 13,000 feet / 4,000 meters under water surface on a relatively flat part of the ocean seabed

was the final resting place of AF447 wreckage.

Icarus Found - (Phase 4)
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Electronic calvary charge of warnings



Response
2:10:06  Bonin takes control. 
Climbs steeply.  Stall warning!

2:10:16 Robert recognises loss of 
speed indicators

2:10:27 Robert recognises
climbing and calls for Bonin to 
level.

2:10:38 Stall warning stops. Plane 
under control



Response

2:10:55 Pitot functioning

2:11:21 Plane reaches 
maximum altitude.  Starts to 
fall with nose up

2:11:37 “Left seat taking 
control”



Response

2:10:55 Pitot functioning

2:11:21 Plane reaches 
maximum altitude.  Starts to 
fall with nose up

2:11:37 “Left seat taking 
control”



Response

2:11:43 Captain on deck

“We have lost control of the plane”

2:11:47 Stall warning ceases.  Falling at 
35000ft

2:12:15.  Recognise falling.  Robert pushes 
nose down.  No response



Response

2:13:40 Pass through 10000ft

(Robert) “Climb…climb…climb…climb”

(Bonin) “But I’ve had the stick back the 
whole time”

(Dubois)” No, no, no…”



2:14:23 “Damn it, we’re going to crash…This 

can’t be happening”

2:14:25 (Bonin) “But what’s happening”





2:14:28



What can we learn

“Processes reduce workload when it is low, 

but increase it when workload is high.”



What can we learn

“It takes an airplane to bring out the worst in 

a pilot”



What can we learn

Professionalism must be maintained



What can we learn

Exotic devices create exotic problems



Summary

• Process of surgical safety is borrowing from ideas 
developed in the airline industry

• Automation in this industry has not alleviated all 
risk

• When process fail, salvage is difficult

• Salvage will depend on how the doctor reacts

• Staff must always be vigilant (doctors need to 
doctor)

• Don’t rely on the process
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